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Spring is Great –
Gymnastics Makes it Busier

Wayne Hussey,

So this is spring? After the unusually cold, snowy winter we just experienced,
we really could use a mild, sunny spring. In the gymnastics world, spring is an
extremely busy time. Qualifying meets, Invitational meets, Provincial Championships, Nationals and occasionally International meets along with regular
training days make this time so hectic for the coaches. Furthermore, we cannot
forget the administrative meetings, the parent meetings and the development
of the 2014-15 plans so we can get them to our members ASAP. The coaches
unfortunately have very little free time.

As we plan for the new 2014-15 season it is also important to remind everyone
that the competitive programs are an annual evaluation and selection process.
We have only so many spots available to our members with our staff determining who will be selected into the
appropriate group based on skill level and gymnastic assessment. Unfortunately, some athletes might not have a
spot moving forward for different reasons or they move on to other interests. The Club is committed to offering
as many spots as we can, based on many variables that include gym space and coach availability.
Chief Executive Officer
Oakville Gymnastics Club

Thank you to our members who responded to our program evaluation as it was helpful for us as a staff to hear
from you. It is never too late to visit with me in the office for suggestions or clarifications.
As we look to the future, our discussions with the Town about a second facility at North Park continue. The
last plans I had a chance to review show us and the soccer club at North Park, just west of the existing quad pad
arenas. There is still much work to be done to determine what that facility will finally look like, but the intent is
to use it mainly as a competitive training facility and to rotate groups through it.
As we are coming to the end of our 8th season in our current facility, we were reflecting on some of the commitments our members used to do in comparison to what they do today. Many other clubs still have a large
volunteer commitment component to their programs. Families used to have to do three times the training hours
of volunteer work. For example if your child trained 16 hours a week, you were required to do 48 volunteer
hours. We also held Bingos to raise money, and each family had to work one Bingo for every three training
hours. Thus 16 hours of training equaled 5 Bingos either Wednesday afternoons from 12:00pm - 5:00pm or
Sunday nights from 8:00pm - 1:00am. Don’t forget the gym cleanings - each family had to do two per year on a
set schedule.
Thanks for coming down memory lane with me; we are all happy those days are over. I wanted to point out
how some things have changed, and will continue to change, as we strive to enhance our programs to suit the
needs of the community. We will continue to focus on the Club’s main goal of providing gymnastic opportunities for all. We will continue to work with the Town as a partner to ensure that we can deliver our programs in a
safe and family environment. We will continue to look at hosting high profile meets for our Club. Have a great
summer and see you at the gym.

–Wayne
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Women’s Artistic Gymnastics Program
Women’s Artistic Gymnastics is a very demanding and challenging sport, requiring strength, power, speed,
flexibility, endurance, agility, as well as form, technical precision and artistic performance. Our Women’s
Competitive Program is for the dedicated athletes and focuses on development of gymnastics excellence in an
environment where athlete safety, health and wellness are our first priorities. In their personal pursuit of
excellence, each athlete benefits from ongoing personal and physical development that transfers well to their
academic life, social development and performance in other athletic programs. OGC’s women’s program
focuses on 4 apparatus: vault, uneven bars, balance beam and floor.
Mini Program
This group is filled with a select group
of young athletes 4 & 5 years of age
that have shown a desire for a more
demanding level of gymnastics, as well
as a natural ability for the sport. The
program features a fun, safe and caring
environment and focuses on developing
flexibility, strength, balance, endurance
and technical form. Gymnasts in OGC’s
Minis program may progress into the
Developmental Program.
Developmental Program
This program focuses on preparing
talented young athletes, 5 & 6 years of
age, who desire a more demanding level
of gymnastics, to become advanced
competitive gymnasts. The athletes will
development flexibility, strength, power,
speed, endurance, basic skills and form.
Our goal is to provide a complete development program providing each athlete
the opportunity to achieve their maximum potential for possible entry into
the Pre-competitive Program.

(Continued on next page)
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Pre-Competitive Program Level 1 - 9 Age 7+
This is for selected athletes, 7 & 8 years of age, who show natural abilities for gymnastics. This program gives
our athletes the opportunity to train between 9 - 16 hours a week and compete in three invitational meets and
start their journey as competitive athletes. Specific coordination, strength, and dedication are required. This
program is a great starting point for our young competitive athletes who will master the basic and very important skills that can help as building blocks for more difficult skills in the future and progress into Provincial and
National Program.
Interclub Program Level 1 - 9 Age 7+
This program is for a select group of young female athletes who desire a more demanding level of competitive
gymnastics, but not necessarily the commitment that the Provincial and National programs require.
Provincial Program Level 5 - 9 Age 9 +
This program is for the more dedicated athlete, where skill acquisition and routine building are the main focus.
Entry into this program is not for everyone. Specific coordination, strength, and dedication are required. The
different types of competitions available to Provincial Program athletes include: Provincial Qualifiers, Provincial Championships, Eastern Canadian Championships and Invitational Competitions. OGC’s goal is to develop
each athlete to her fullest potential. This program will develop athletes for possible entry into the National
Program. In order for our athletes to be registered to compete in at a Provincial Qualifier they need to meet a
number of requirements that will determine what level they will compete safely and successfully.
National Program Age 11+
This program is for female athletes demonstrating the potential to become a top gymnast in Canada. It is within
this stream that International and Olympic level athletes develop. The rules, skill requirements and commitments required of the athlete, parents and coaches are very demanding. The Girls’ National structure is broken
down into four sections: High Performance Novice (age 11-13), High Performance Junior (age 12-14), High
Performance Senior (age 14 and up), National Open (age 14 and up).
No matter if our athletes are just starting their journey in the Competitive Program or if they’ve reached the
Provincial or National level, a constant focus will be on physical preparation and conditioning. The physical
preparation is very important for our athletes because this will help them learn skills and keep them safe from
potential injuries.
– Alexa Barac

Women’s Artistic Program
Head Coach
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Women’s Artistic Program Update
DEDICATION, HARD WORK, FUN
= ACHIEVEMENTS!

Alexa Barac

Women’s Artistic Program
Head Coach

Oakville’s Women’s Artistic Gymnastics Program continues to grow and
thrive with every passing year. Our provincial athletes competed this
year in 3 qualifiers (Blenheim, Oshawa and St. Catherine’s), and we were
proud to have the following athletes qualify to represent us at the 2014
Provincial Championships in Windsor: Victoria Sibileau- level 5 Age 10,
Lauren Burnham and Meghan Dixon- level 6 Age 10, Georgina Morcos
and Caitlin Gardiner- level 7 Age 10/11, and Jordyn Lynch - level 7
Age14/15, Charlie Lister – National Novice Age 12– and Sarah Scholten
– National Open Age 13. We would like to congratulate these athletes,
along with their families and teammates, for their incredible achievements
this year.

Provincial and National athletes that represented OGC at 2014 Provincial Championships
(Continued on next page)
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In the National Novice category we were
proudly represented this year by Charlie
Lister, 12 years old. Charlie has embraced the challenges of competing at the
national level and represented Oakville at
Elite Canada in Gatineau, finishing 31st
out of a strong field of 35 competitors.
Charlie continues to work hard every day
in the gym, and her hard work has paid
off - she has qualified to compete in the
2014 National Championships in Ottawa!
Charlie Lister
Elite Canada 2014

Many of our Provincial and National athletes travelled to
Montreal this season, competing in the Gymnix competition,
alongside some of the world’s top gymnasts.

Sarah Scholten – National Open - Gymnix 2014
Some of our Provincial athletes at Gymnix 2014
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Our athletes cheering
for Team Canada
-Gymnix 2014
Our athletes got to experience what it was like to
compete on a podium, and they cheered for the
Canadian team in the international portion of the
competition. It was a nail-biter, with Russia beating
out Canada by a mere tenth of a point. Our athletes
had a blast cheering on the Canadians, and they were
inspired and awed by all the amazing athletes.

(Continued on next page)

Hannah Gula - National Open - Gymnix 2014
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Pre-competitive and Interclub athletes - Revolution Rewind awards
Our pre-competitive and interclub athletes competed
this year for the first time at 3 competitions:
Revolution Rewind in Kitchener, Canuck Cup in
Mississauga and the Burlington Spring Cup. They
performed like pros, making us all proud and showing
their love of gymnastics. Their smiles lit the room after
every routine, and they continue to work hard every
day in the gym.
– Alexa Barac

Women’s Artistic Program
Head Coach
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MAG Program Update
Looking towards 2014-15

Entrance Age

Starting next season (July 2, 2014), we will no longer be admitting four year olds into our competitive program.
The coaches felt that the boys were a little too young for the demands of the program as well as some concerns
as to how late the classes went on school nights.
Our minimum age for entrance into the Men’s Program will now be senior kindergarten. If your son was a JK in
our Flares group last season, it may appear on paper that they have not moved up for the 2014–15 season as the
name of their group has not changed, but the age group has moved up one school grade.

Group Names

The names of some of the groups have changed to reflect changes to our new program structure and to clearly
define the age groups. While we try not to make changes to our club program structure every time the National
and Provincial Federations change their structure, the reality is that we need some alignment with their policies
so that the kids can step incrementally into our Level 1 Provincial group if they have been in our program since
Flares.

Competitive Groups

We will continue with our 12 hour Level 1 Provincial group next season. There were some concerns about that
group not having enough hours to be competitive against other clubs that are training more hours, but the demands of Level 1 do not warrant that much time in the gym and it is up to the gymnast to ensure that their every
turn is their best effort.
The Interclub group will now train 12 hours per week and the focus is now on preparation for Interclub, Provincial Level 1 and Level 2 at invitational competitions. This group will also serve those who may need another
season in order to prepare for Level 1 or Level 2 provincial competitions.
Our 16 hour group is for boys who have consistently demonstrated that they are ready to move up to Provincial
Level 2. This level has several moves that require more time to learn as there are physical and psychological
challenges to overcome in order to be successful with these particular skills; front layout on vault, muscle-up on
rings, Wende dismount off of parallel bars and a kip to immediate cast on horizontal bar.
The 20 hour group is for gymnasts moving into Level 3 and higher. The higher levels require a tremendous
amount of skills to be learned on all six competitive apparatus, while still having enough time to spend on
increasing their strength and flexibility, upgrading their trampoline skills and improving their fear management
skills.
(Continued on next page)
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Training Schedule

The Flares groups will not train in the summer at all and will resume training the first week of September. Understandably, many families were unable to get their children to daytime training during the summer due to their
work schedules. When we moved some of these groups into evening time slots last summer attendance was
sporadic.
All Provincial Level 2 and higher groups are required to train once per week during the school day. Depending
on the group, this will be either on Tuesdays or Fridays next season. If your school requires a letter, please let
me know as I keep one on file.

New Coaches

The Men’s Artistic Program is fortunate to welcome two new coaches to our coaching team; Allison and Heidi.
They have both been generously volunteering their time in our program in the gym, training camps and at competitions for some time now. They will now be responsible for the Flares and Kips groups starting next season.
Both Allison and Heidi are Men’s Level 2 coaches and are parents of boys on our competitive team. They are
well versed in the demands of parenting a gymnast, dealing with young boys and teaching the little ones gymnastics. Please welcome them to our Men’s Team.

Veteran coaches

We are happy to welcome Dave, Jason and Ricardo back for another season at OGC! The combined coaching
and judging expertise of the men’s staff brings over seven decades of experience and gymnastics knowledge to
Oakville’s Men’s Program.
Ricardo will be responsible for the Saltos B and Interclub groups and will join us at the Ontario Cups this competitive season.
We have a large number of boys in our 20 hour program which necessitates that all three of our staff coaches assist with these gymnasts next Season. The placement packages will indicate which coach is responsible for your
son in training and at competitions.
Jason will be assisting with our 20 hour group and be responsible for the 16 hour Level 2 Provincial group.
Dave will be assisting with the 20 hour group and be responsible for both the 12 hour Provincial Level 1 and 9
hour Saltos A group.
Greg will be assisting with the 20 hour group and will be coaching the Saltos A group during the summer.
We look forward to welcoming or welcoming you back to our program this upcoming 2014–15 season and hope
that your son cherishes their time at OGC.
– Greg Jackson

Men’s Artistic Program Director
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MAG Program Update
Success at the All-Stars Meet
All of OGC’s boys who do not compete provincially attended the
All-Stars Meet in Brampton on Sunday April 13th.
Dave Harris

Mens Artistic Coach

It was a wonderful experience for the boys and we had a lot of very
successful results at the end of the day. I know Ricardo, Allison and I
were quite happy with how the boys performed.

We started the day with 22 little Demo guys showing their stuff on all 6 events. Everyone was eager to go and
none of the boys seemed too stressed- it was just another day in the gym! It was impressive to watch all of the
boys remember their routines, perform them to the best of their ability and behave well between their performances.
The Interclub-level boys were up next and wow, did they ever do an awesome job. The boys walked away with
a ton of medals and ribbons. Of course, that’s not how we as coaches judge the success of the athletes, but the
boys were super happy to take home the rewards for their efforts.
The boys were quite focused throughout the meet. The goal of participating in these meets if to see how the
boys work under a bit of pressure, gain the experience of having to remember, perform and compete, learn the
protocol of competition and develop good-sportsmanship. I think everyone walked away from the competition
happy.
Congratulations to all of the boys on their meet!
Also, a big thank-you goes out to Allison Fraser for helping out at the meet. OGC’s numbers were so big we
needed to bring in back-up! Thanks Allison for your expertise and helping the boys perform well.
– Dave Harris

Men’s Artistic Coach
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The MAG Athletes in their new competitive attire.

For the latest news,
online registration,
and links to the
program blogs, check
out the OGC website!

www.oakvillegym.com
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Men’s Artistic Program Update
Ontario Championships

Congratulations to all of our Oakville Men’s Artistic athletes for their great
performances at the 2014 Ontario Championships.
Oakville had eight Ontario Champions on eight events in seven different Age
Groups! There were also five Silver and nine Bronze apparatus medals awarded to Oakville athletes.

All-Around Medalists:
•
•
•

Evan Smeets: Bronze Level 3 (10-12)
Ireneo Membrere: Silver Level 3 (13+)
Aidan Chin: Silver Level 4 (10-12)

Ontario Champions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greg Jackson

Men’s Artistic Program Director

Mateo Neves: Level 1 (8-9) Vault
Erik Pan: Level 1 (10-12) High Bar
Evan Smeets: Level 3 (10-12) Floor
Kieran Bryne: Level 3 (13+) Rings
Aidan Chin: Level 4 (10-12) High Bar
Max Perrier: Level 5 (12+) High Bar
Andrew Sheehan: Youth Rings and Vault

Silver Medalists:
•
•
•
•
•

Keagan Mulvey: Level 2 (8-9) High Bar
Jayson Rampersad: Level 3 (10-12) Parallel Bars
Ireneo Membrere: Level 3 (13+) Parallel Bars
Aidan Chin: Level 4 (10-12) Vault
Max Perrier: Level 5 (12+) Rings

Bronze Medalists:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matthew Sparling: Level 2 (13+) Pommel Horse and Rings
Nathan Vieira: Level 3 (10-12) Floor
Jayson Rampersad: Level 3 (10-12) High Bar
Ireneo Membrere: Level 3 (13+) Pommel Horse
Aidan Chin: Level 4 (10-12) Pommel Horse and Rings
Kyle Farnsworth: Level 5 (12+) Floor
Andrew Sheehan: Youth High Bar

Thank you to our Oakville MAG coaches, gymnasts and parents for a great Provincials!
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Recreational Program
Update
Over the last year, an evolution in coaching has occurred within our
recreational program. It has been one year since the introduction of
our level system for Gym Mini Crickets (ages 3-5), and Boys and Girls
Recreational (ages 6+) classes. Our main purpose in developing this
level system was to increase the opportunity for success of our recreational participants. This progressive and innovative tool has allowed
our coaches to work with athletes of all ages and skills in a more efficient way, as well as providing guidelines for progression of skills for
safe learning.

Lauren Cohen

Recreational Program Manager

As we continue to provide our participants with achievement reports and track completed levels, I hope that our
recreational membership feels the benefits of the level system.

Summer Programs
Summer is just around the corner and Oakville Gymnastics
Club is getting ready! Registration is open for 9 weeks of
camp and evening classes!
Each week of camp follows a unique and exciting theme
to add to the fun! For ages 4-5 years we offer a half day
(9am-12pm or 1-4pm) camp program, and for ages 6-12
years we offer either a half day or full day (9am-4pm)
camp program. Our half day campers will participate in
games, gymnastics activities and crafts that incorporate the
weekly theme. In addition to the half day activities, our
full day campers will attend swimming activities, as well
as an outing or on-site special activity.
Our Summer Session classes are offered on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday evenings from
July 2nd – September 2nd.
(Continued on next page)
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Available classes include Parent and Tot (18 months-3 years), Gym Mini Crickets (3-5 years). Girls and Boys
Recreational (6-10 years), Trampoline and Tumbling (ages 7+), and due to its increased popularity, Acro (ages
6+).
For more information on our Summer Programs, pick up a brochure from our administration desk or check out
our website www.oakvillegym.com .

Recreational Gymnastics – a great foundation for our competitive programs
This is the time of year when the competitive programs at Oakville Gymnastics Club prepare for the next
competitive year (July 1st – June 30th) by looking for new talent, re-structuring their groups, and inviting new
athletes into their programs. As recreational athletes make the transition to being competitive athletes, the
foundation of basic skills learned in the Recreational Program will be a strong asset towards their development
within their new specific discipline.
The four competitive disciplines that are offered at Oakville Gymnastics Club are Women’s Artistic Gymnastics,
Men’s Artistic Gymnastics, Acrobatic Gymnastics, and Tumbling. Each of these programs is also available in
the Recreational Program to provide athletes at any level with a fun and fulfilling experience!

Coaching Opportunities
Coaching is a fulfilling profession which can be started as young as 13 years old. Hours are flexible as they
include daytime, evenings, and weekends. We are always looking for new coaches and encourage parents, students, and friends to inquire about opportunities with Oakville Gymnastics Club.
Oakville Gymnastics Club recently received a grant from the Ontario Sport and Recreation Communities Fund
to be used for coach development. We provide a high level of coach training within our club, and ensure that all
coaches complete certification courses required by the National Coaching Certification Program.
Many of our coaches come from a gymnastics background, however anyone who is interested in working with
children and fostering a child’s interest in an active lifestyle is considered. High school students also have the
opportunity to complete their mandatory volunteer hours for school. To apply for a position in the Recreational
Program, please send your resume to l.cohen@oakvillegym.com.
– Lauren Cohen
OGC Recreational Program Manager
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Power Tumbling Update
2013 ODP Camp Karolyi’s Ranch, Texas, USA

Don Holmes

One of the OGC’s up and coming tumbling stars, Emma Chau was invited
to attend the 2013 Can-Amera Olympic Development Program Training
Camp at the Karolyi Ranch in Texas last December. Emma, along with
Quinte Bay import, Nathanial St Romain, traveled with Don Holmes to
the heart of Texas and the mecca of Gymnastics known as Bela Karolyi’s
Ranch. The Karolyi Ranch is where every Olympic Women’s Gymnastics Team member has prepared prior to the Olympics for the past two
decades. The Karolyi Ranch is now the USA National Training Centre
for most gymnastics disciplines and hosts all the training camps for the
American Team. A handful of Canada’s top tumblers were invited to
participate.

Tumbling & Acro Program Director

Emma Chau currently competes in the National Women’s Tumbling division and her strong tumbling at the 2013 Canadian Championships secured her a spot in the small delegation
that represented Canada. Congratulations to Emma on being invited to be part of such a prestigious tumbling
event.

Emma Chau attending the 2013 USA Olympic Development Camp as part of the invited Canadian Delegation:
Emma is front row 3rd from left behind the flag
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Emma Chau, Nathaniel St Romain (formerly of
Quinte Bay Gymnastics Club) and coach Don
Holmes at the Karolyi Ranch in Texas, December
2013
(Continued on next page)
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2014 Elite Ontario
This year’s Elite Ontario Trampoline & Tumbling
Championships (aka the Ontario Championships
for the National stream tumblers) yielded 2 gold
medalists for Oakville: Hannah Roberts in
National Open Women’s Tumbling and Haven
Swarts in Junior Open. Congratulations to our
Ontario Champions. Also, capturing medals at the
2014 Elite Ontario Championships were
Dezember Treleaven who took the bronze in
Junior Open Women’s Tumbling and Michael
Chaves who matched Dezember’s bronze in Senior
Men’s Tumbling. Congratulations to all of the
OGC tumblers who competed at the Championships.

2014 Elite Canada
Congratulations to the OGC Tumblers who
attended the 2014 Elite Canada Trampoline & Tumbling Championships in
Kamloops, British Columbia. Junior
level Tumbler, Ben Senior placed 2nd in
the country performing well in his first
Canadian Team competition since
competing at the World Age Group
Championships in Bulgaria last fall.

Hannah Roberts and Haven Swarts the 2014 Elite Ontario
Champions in National Open and Junior Open Women’s
Tumbling.

In the Senior Men’s Tumbling division
Sean Robertson and Michael Chaves had
strong performance with Sean hitting
four for four routines and Michael having a personal best preliminary round.
Michael landed in 2nd place bringing
home another Senior medal for Oakville.
The 2014 Elite Canada Competition was
the first of 3 Canadian Team qualifiers
for tumblers to qualify to the Canadian
Senior team that will represent Canada
at this year’s World Championships.
The OGC Team Tumblers in front of the flags at the 2014 Elite
Canada Trampoline & Tumbling Championships in Kamloops, BC:
(Continued on next page)
Coach - Don Holmes, Michael Chaves, Sean Robetson, Ben Senior
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Senior Men’s Tumbling Awards at 2014 Elite Canada:
Oakville’s Michael Chaves 2nd in Canada

Ben Senior Silver Medalist, Junior
Men’s Tumbling at 2014 Elite Canada

Coach Don Holmes watches Michael Chaves
tumbling at 2014 Elite Canada
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2014 Ontario Championships
The Ontario Championships for Tumbling is for Provincial
Levels only. This year the OGC captured two titles. Ella
Bruce won the Provincial 1 Girls 9-10 year old division
with her speed and great landings. Ben Rybka took gold
in the Provincial 3 Men’s Tumbling division showing off
his power and great form. Congratulations to our Ontario
Champions. Also congratulations to our whole Provincial
level group of tumblers who qualified to attend the Ontario
Championships. Being the largest tumbling club in
Canada it was great to see how many of our tumblers were
able to show off their skills at the Ontario Championships.

Ben Rybka, Ontario Champion in
Provincial 3 Men’s Tumbling

All Star Games, Las Vegas

All Star Games at the Paradise Event Center
at the Las Vegas Hotel

The 2014 All Star Games debuted this year in Las
Vegas at the Las Vegas Hotel and Casino Convention
Centre. OGC’s Michael Chaves and Josh Sardella
attended this extreme gymnastics event with their
coach Don Holmes. The intent of this new event was
to showcase Tumbling, Tricking and Cheer in a more
X-Games style venue, highlighting the power, strength
and excitement of these gymnastics disciplines.

Michael rocked the event and the competition by throwing his big
triple tucks and other highflying skills to take the first ever All Star
Games Power Tumbling Champion title. Josh captured the bronze
medal position and wowed the crowd with his speed and height.
Other events at the games were: cheerleading with teams from as
far away as New Zealand attending, tricking, extreme tumbling,
synchro cheer and solo-cheer. The event was sponsored by GK
gymnastics apparel and the co-host of the games was the Olympic
All-around Gold Medalist, Nastia Liukin. Next year’s games will
be even bigger and better - can’t wait to head back to Las Vegas
for this exciting and unique tumbling competition.
All Star Games Power Tumbling
Champions Josh Sardella, Coach
Don Holmes and Michael Chaves
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Demonstration level Tumbler
Jason Patryluk was a #1 Star
during the formal evening wear
awards ceremony

The girls all received crowns and treats along with their awards

The Ultimate Grand Supreme Tumbler Girl was
from Scarborough Gym Elites and the the Ultimate
Grand Supreme Boy Tumbler was Ryan Grandin
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2014 Tumblers & Tiaras
The OGC Tumbling Program hosted its 3rd Annual
Tumblers & Tiaras & Tuxedos Interclub Tumbling
Invitational in February. Alliston Nikolette’s and
Scarborough Gym Elite’s young tumblers joined our
OGC rising stars for a High Glitz themed Tumbling
competition. All tumblers performed their routines
in their tumbling leotards and singlets, but then made
the quick change into formal evening-wear to receive
their awards (and pixie-sticks). All spectators arrived
for this red-carpet affair in formal evening regalia and
were served a glamorous evening of tumbling and
pampering. This is by far the cutest tumbling event in
Canada. We also give out special awards of Supreme
Tumbler, Grand Supreme Tumbler and Ultimate
Grand Supreme Tumbler in order to up the stakes.
All awards are based on tumbling merit (not the
formal wear round or how much they bat their eyelashes). Thank you to all the parents who got into the
theme of the evening and dressed up - can’t wait to
host this event next year!
(Continued on next page)
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Coach Niki and her daughter Celina at
Celina’s first tumbling competition (way
more excited to dress up than flip)

The Ringmaster of Ceremonies
in his Tux

The Princes of Tumbling

2014 Stars and Stripes FIG Tumbling Invitational
in Daytona, USA
The USA Gymnastics Federation invited the Pam-American countries
to participate in the Stars & Stripes Invitational Competition in Daytona
Beach, Florida on May 9th to 11th. The OGC tumblers took this
opportunity to attend an International tumbling event in order to meet one of the Gymnastics Canada
requirements of having competed internationally before you are selected to the Canadian Tumbling Team.
(Continued on next page)
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Ten of the OGC’s best tumblers took to
the floor at the Ocean Centre to battle it
out with the strong American team. For
the American’s this was their first of
three selection events for the USA team
that will attend the World Championships and World Age Group Championships this November.
For those who make the team they will
be heading back to Daytona as the 2014
World Championships will be held in
the same gym on the same equipment.
Moreover, this competition was the
test event for the organizing team that
OGC Tumblers visit Cirque du Soleil in Orlando while at the 2014
is preparing for the much larger World
Stars & Stripes Tumbling Competition in Daytona Beach
Championships event. This was an
excellent opportunity for our OGC tumblers who are hoping to be on our Canadian Worlds and WAGs team this
fall to compete in the same space and on the same equipment. Hopefully this will give the OGC tumblers the
advantage this fall when they come back.
Haven Swarts captured a bronze medal in the 15-16 Women’s Tumbling division and Josh Sardella like-wise
snagged a bronze in the 17-18 Men’s division. Emma Chau, Rachel Davis, Hannah Roberts and Michael
Chaves all made it to the finals
but didn’t manage to get on the
podium.
Overall a weekend in the
Daytona sun and mornings in
the air-conditioned gym was
just what the OGC Tumbling
Team needed as they push
toward the 2014 Canadian
Championships in Ottawa at
the end of May. Go OGC!
– Don Holmes

Tumbling & Acro Program Director

OGC Tumblers with Jonathan Meehan (former OGC Tumbler) and
Alex Seifert (former Canadian Tumbling Champion)
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Acro Program Update
1st Ontario Cup for Acrobatic Gymnastics hosted by OGC
The Oakville Gymnastics Club proudly hosted the 2013/2014 Acrobatic
Gymnastics seasons 1st Ontario Cup again this past December. Thank you
to all of the volunteers who made this event run so smoothly. We could not
have done it without you. Congratulations to all of our OGC Acrobats who
competed so well.

Don Holmes

Tumbling & Acro Program Director

Oakville Gymnastics Club Day 2 team photo
(Continued on next page)
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Oakville Gymnastics Club Level 4 Men’s
4: Ryan Grandin (top), Alpin Aydiner,
Theo Rots-Chan and Joseph Evans

Level 5 Women’s Trio Natalia Laxamana,
Chiara Ierullo and Brianna Donohoe

Large group shot from the 1st Ontario Cup for Acro
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Gymnastics Ontario Acrobatic Gymnastics Tour Team Travels to Calgary
Gymnastics Ontario selected some of the Acrobatic Gymnastics talent in our province to attend the 2014 Alberta
Acrobatic Gymnastics competition in Calgary. Daniela Mendoza and Mac Senior were part of the team along
with David Scott as Team Coach. Congratulations to Daniela and Mac for making the team. Oakville also sent
some athletes as part of our own club delegation. Everyone had a great time despite the blizzard that blew into
town. To our athletes and coaches: Great job!

The GO and OGC Acro Teams
at the closing banquet of the
2014 Alberta Acrobatic
Gymnastics competition

OGC Acrobatics goes to the Quebec Gymnastics Federation Games – Jeux FGQ
Again this year the OGC Acrobatic Gymnastics program supported the development of Acrobatic Gymnastics in
Quebec by attending the ever growing Jeux FGQ (or Quebec Gymnastics Federation Games hosted by the Quebec Federation and GymNova). This year’s competition was fully judged and given its own podium floor. The
competition was fantastic with many new acrobats competing for the first time for Quebec. As well the new
Cirque du Soleil show, Kurios, opened while we were in Montreal. Several of the athletes went to see the show
but the rest of us took photos of ourselves doing handstands out front of the Grand Chapeteau. Overall, another
great weekend of acrobatic gymnastics for the OGC.
(Continued on next page)
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Charlotte Penner (in handstand arch),
Danielle Durbin (base), Allison Attard
(top handstand) before going to see
Kurios, the newest Cirque du Soleil
show

Daniela Mendoza and Mac Senior
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Charlotte Penner getting
thrown for a back layout
during her dynamic routine

Jessia Bosnjak and Aakriti Bhatia
on the floor at the Jeux FGQ

Jayden and Theo Rots-Chan performing
their Men’s Pair routine.
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Large group photo of lots of acro during warm up at the 2014 Jeux FGQ

The OGC Acro Team at the Jeux FGQ

The OGC acrobats
after awards
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Maia Cup Portugal (Continued from cover story)

The Maia Cup is such a large Acro event
they even have billboards!
Tessa Chiricosta getting tossed during the
Maia Acro Cup by her bases Sophie Lake
and Alexandra D’Souza

We can’t just stand for a photo, we’re acrobats
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2014 Acrobatic Gymnastics Ontario Championships

This year the Acrobatic Gymnastics program was invited to be part of the
2014 Ontario Championships in Windsor with Women’s Artistic Gymnastics
and Men’s Artistic Gymnastics. Congratulations to all of our Ontario
Champions:

Ryan Grandin and Alpin Aydiner
happily collecting their Men’s
Ryan Grandin/Alpin Aydiner - Men’s Pair Level 4 GOLD
Pair gold medal at the 2014
Alypin Aydiner - Level 4 Individual Men’s Routine GOLD
Ontario Championships
Tessa Hickey/Emma Shemko/Julia Booth – Women’s Group Level 7 GOLD
Sydney White/Kiana Wilson – FIG Age Group Level 11-16 Women’s Pair GOLD
Sierra Wilson/Ally Swanepoel – Youth Level Women’s Pair GOLD
Daniela Mendoza/Mac Senior – FIG Age Group 11-16 Out of Age Over Mixed Pair GOLD
Charlotte Penner/Erin Oswald/Kelsey Horn – FIG Age Group 11-16 Out of Age Under Women’s Group GOLD
Tessa Chiricosta/Alexandra D’Souza/Sophie Lake – FIG Age Group 11-16 Women’s Group GOLD
Natalie Pacheco/Jack McGarr – FIG Age Group 12-18 Mixed Pair GOLD

Upcoming events 2014
The OGC Acro Team still has the most important events of the year still to come:
• The 2014 Canadian World Age Group Acrobatic
Gymnastics Team Selection Event in Gatineau.
• The 2014 National Acro Cup (our National
Championships) in Toronto June 6th & 7th
• World Age Group Championships in Paris,
France June 29th to July 5th

2014NATIONAL ACRO CUP
GYMNASTICS ONTARIO

Good Luck to the OGC Acrobats as they strive to
be part of the 2014 Canadian Age Group Team.
– Don Holmes

ACROBATIC GYMNASTICS INVITATIONAL COMPETITION

JUNE 6-7, 2014
HUMBER COLLEGE LAKE SHORE ATHLETICS CENTRE

Tumbling & Acro Program Director
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Meet the Gymnast - Darby Quinn
When you’re a parent of a competitive gymnast, you begin to see the
signs of this passion at a very early age.
Meet Darby Quinn; she started gymnastics at a recreational level when
she was 4 years old while living in Maine. Like many parents, Darby’s
Mom & Dad began putting her into numerous activities in an attempt to
expose her to many different things, and to eventually narrow it down
to a few preferred activities. However, her love for gymnastics was very
apparent.

Darby Quinn, WAG Program

Simple day-to-day activities turned to gymnastics in some way. Going
for a walk somewhere? “Who needs to walk places when you can do
continuous cartwheels instead”, Darby’s Mother stated when describing
the fact that, like other competitive gymnasts, her love for gymnastics
doesn’t end when she leaves the OGC building. Getting into bed? “Why
climb in when you can do a running dive roll“, Mrs. Quinn continued.

Shortly after Darby’s time in Maine, she continued on with recreational gymnastics in Calgary at ages 5 and 6,
and then transferred to OGC when she moved to Oakville.
Feeling a little confined and limited in rec, Darby and her family decided to move forward to Competitive in
July of 2013 when she was
approached regarding tryouts.
She has loved every minute of it and
is enthusiastic about each training
session. Part of her enjoyment can be
attributed to her teammates. Like
other OGC competitive teams,
Darby’s group is very close and
extremely supportive of one another.
Darby was a very lovely girl to chat
with. She was very eager and enthusiastic about offering her story to be
published in the Fast Track Newsletter. With a confident humbleness, she
expressed her love for floor routines,
and explained that during competitions, she never feels nervous… just
sheer excitement.
(Continued on next page)
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Like other gymnasts, Darby finds it a challenge to balance school and
gymnastics. However, with a love for both, and good friends in both,
she manages to find the proper balance that makes it possible to do
both.
In addition to gymnastics, Darby has a love for Dance (Jazz and
Ballet), piano, and musical theatre. She will be starring in her schools
upcoming musical of
“Annie”, playing the
role of an orphan named
Dottie.
As Darby’s first year in
the competitive program draws near, she
continues to excel and
her love for gymnastics
is still going strong.
– Jennie Stribling
Fast Track Writer
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Meet the Gymnast - Jack McGarr
Jack McGarr dreams of acrobatics, Russian bars, swings, power tracks
and cradles. Not the dreams of many ordinary eighteen year olds, but then
again, Jack is no ordinary young man.
Jack’s dreams are closer to being realized with his recent acceptance into
the National Circus School in Montreal where he will be commencing
with them shortly as part of a three-year program. Jack’s end goal is to be
a performer in the Cirque du Soleil or similar.
Jack started gymnastics training when he was six years old after a friend
recommended he participate in the sport. Jack was no ordinary youngster
and like most who enter into competitive gymnastics he started life out
balancing on the edge of his crib.
Jack McGarr, Tumbling and Acro

On entering gymnastics, Jack
tried out for the pre-competitive
program with Greg Jackson,

where he was immediately given a spot and grew from there. Jack
initially started in Artistic and then switched to Power Tumbling. He
now trains in both Acrobactic gymnastics and Power Tumbling.
Jack competes up to twelve times a year between the disciplines. In
Acro, he currently partners with twelve year old Natalie Pacheco.
They have been training together over the past two years.
(Continued on next page)
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While Acro gymnastics is a relatively new discipline in Canada, Jack
has already competed at “Worlds” two times with the first competition
in Poland in 2010. He had been called in as a last minute replacement
and had limited training prior to the competition. In 2012 he attended
and competed in Florida for his second World Championships. He has
also competed in Acrobatics in England in the British Open and most
recently in March 2014 he went to Portugal. He is currently training
for his 3rd Worlds, as he is preparing for Selections in Ottawa for the
World Acrobatic Age Groups Championships to be held in France in
July.
In asking how he presents his routines, Jack’s reply was simple, “In
competitions I spend a lot of time visualizing myself going through my
routines. It is a large part of my training and preparation for competitions. If I can do it in my head, then I can perform successfully in front
of the judges”.
Jack loves both Power Tumbling and Acro, each offering a different
thrill. “I love competing. There is nothing like the adrenalin rush that
follows after performing in front of an audience. Both disciplines are
different, but equally as exciting. Acro is so dynamic while Power
Tumbling is so fast and powerful”.

Jacks offers some sage advice to those considering competitive gymnastics, “Work hard and commit yourself toward
gymnastics. If you don’t have passion and continue to
persevere then gymnastics is not for you. Passion is crucial.”
Jack credits his parents for part of his success. Having their
100% support has encouraged him to pursue his dreams. He
has also been strongly supported by long-time coaches Don
Holmes and Niki Lavoie, and over the past two years, Jane
Kirwan and David Scott.
In years to come, and while at a Cirque du Soleil performance, look up at the Russian swings and the young man
with the passion in his performance may be Jack McGarr.
– Melanie Hayes
Fast Track Writer
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Meet the Gymnast - Natalie Pacheco
Anyone sitting in the gallery at the
Oakville Gymnasts Club watching
the activities going on in the gym
will admit that the Acro gymnasts
are incredibly talented, and their
flips and spins while balancing on
the hands of their gymnastics
partner take your breath away.

Natalie Pacheco, Acro Program

Twelve year-old Natalie Pacheco is
one of these gymnasts. She can be
seen training in the gym each weekday along with her training partner,
Jack McGarr.

Natalie started doing Acro at the age of nine years
after starting gymnastics in the recreational program.
After encouragement from her coach to consider
competitive, Natalie participated in the try-outs and
has been training since. Her schedule is demanding
with training each week day, but Natalie takes this in
her stride. “I love gymnastics and the team. Mostly,
I enjoy performing in front of people showing them
what I can do”.
Natalie competes in the 12 -18 year age group and
has been training for an upcoming competitions both
in Canada and internationally. No stranger to competition, Natalie has participated in contests in Canada,
including in Windsor and internationally in Portugal
in March this year at the Maia International. “It was
a week-long trip, and we competed for two days
where we did a balanced and a dynamic routine.”
(Continued on next page)
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Over the weekend of May 2nd, Natalie headed to Montreal to compete with her partner. Natalie loves competing. She enjoys the
opportunity to show off her skills and loves balancing on her partner
while doing flips knowing he will hold her steady.
For Natalie gymnastics is an outlet for her energy. Right now she
is channeling that energy into her training ahead of the World Acro
Gymnastics to be held in Levallois, France in July 2014. The qualifiers are upcoming and she hopes to be selected for the team.
Natalie has set her sights high and considering her ability to balance
high atop her partner, while doing flips and routines, she should soon
be able to reach those stars.
– Melanie Hayes
Fast Track Writer
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Meet the Gymnast - Emma Chau
Emma Beatrice Su-Wei Sweatman Chau. Thats a big name for a young
girl however it goes with her big personality and big future ahead of
her. “EMMA” as all her fellow tumblers know her as, is 13 years old
and a grade 8 student at the French immersion school, École Pine Grove
Public School.

Emma Chau, Tumbling Program

Emma has been a member of OGC for 9
years now. Prior to her committing to
tumbling, she took ballet, swimming (level
7) and synchronized figure skating.
However, it seems tumbling is obviously
her biggest talent.
In 2013 Emma competed in her first
National Championships in Ottawa.
She was very happy with her results and is
looking forward to improve her results in
her Novice 11-14 National Championships
in Ottawa in May 2014.
Emma is especially proud of her Gold
Provincial Championships in Level D, as
well as a gold and silver at the Eastern
Canadian Championships.
Emma enjoys all the travelling that comes
along with competing. She has travelled to
Ottawa, Texas, Quebec, Nova Scotia and will
be travelling to Daytona Beach in May.
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Emma’s future goal is to compete for Canada at the
World Championships, and that means she has been
working hard at practicing and performing a triple
twist and her double back tuck and double pike.
During her free time away from the gym, Emma
enjoys long boarding, biking, hanging out with
friends, listening to music, being a member of her
school track and field team as well as being a
counsellor in training at her summer camp.

Emma loves everything about tumbling, her coaches,
her teammates and that feeling is definitely
reciprocated from them as well. Don and Nikki love
that she has been with them from the beginning.
They have enjoyed watching her grow and say she
is full of tumbling talent.
Good luck Emma with your tumbling future. It is
obvious with your success up until now, that you
WILL make it to the World Championships to
represent Canada as well as OGC.
– Samantha Swarts
Fast Track Writer
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Meet the Gymnast - Shadi Abdelmalek
As I arrived slightly early, I waited patiently as the clock turned to
8:00 pm, anticipating my interview with one of OGC’s up and coming
young gymnasts – Shadi Abdelmalek. Shadi competes provincially in
the Men’s Artistic Gymnastics (MAG) program. This year he was in the
Provincial 2 level, competing in all six compulsory events – floor,
pommel horse, rings, vault, parallel bars and horizontal bar.

Shadi Abdelmalek, MAG Program

I noticed Shadi right away as
he came up the stairs and sat
down on the couch outside
the office. My son, a gymnast
himself at the club, showed me
his profile picture before I left
for the interview. I introduced
myself to Shadi and his mother
and knew right away that this
young man is very dedicated to
his sport.

“I love the vault!”, was Shadi’s instant answer to my first interview
question for him. It shows in his scores. This season he placed 3rd
and 2nd in vault in the 1st and 2nd qualifier and placed middle of the
pack overall. The high bar is a close second in his favourite events.
He has medalled in the qualifiers and received ribbons on the rings and
parallel bars.
Shadi continued to tell me that he broke his foot back in March so he
didn’t compete at the last qualifier or finals. I wouldn’t have known
that unless he told me because there were no signs of the injury. In
fact, Shadi was still conditioning while in his cast for three weeks. A
speedy recovery and determination healed him completely.
Being part of the Oakville Gymnastics Club for the past 4 years,
Shadi’s start here was not the beginning for him. His foundation days
in gymnastics began when he was 3 years old with Mississauga’s
Futures Gymnastics Club, not long after Shadi and his family came
to Canada. Shadi’s mother introduced gymnastics to him by signing
him up for a parent and tot class to experience together. His love for
the sport started there and continues to grow here, where he now trains
with coach Dave Harris four times a week for sixteen hours.
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“I love doing flips”, Shadi said when I asked him about his
favourite part of gymnastics. I’ve made lots of friends and
I’m having tons of fun! It’s keeping me in shape.”
When asked about what fills his time outside of gymnastics
Shadi stated a few things that he really enjoys. One of them
is soccer and he’s looking forward to play this summer. He
plays top forward and mid field. “Gymnastics helps me a lot
with soccer. When I score, I do some flips to celebrate!”
Reading also fills
his time with his
favourite Harry
Potter books.
Shadi’s other
favourite pastime
is enjoying meals,
whether with his
family or others.
“Anything meat!”
Shadi strongly
noted when asked what his favourite food is. He then stated, “After
gym, I have to have cereal, any type.”
One of Shadi’s goals for the next season is to be first on the vault.
He’s also hoping to get more time on the vault in order to achieve that
goal.
The enthusiasm coming from Shadi about gymnastics was most
notable the entire interview.
“The best part of my day is coming to gymnastics. I miss gymnastics
on the weekend but I love Fridays because I get to leave school at
noon to come here.”
“My foot is healed now and I’m really looking forward to competing
in the upcoming season.”
– Jennifer Sweetland
Fast Track Writer
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Clinic Corner
WHAT IS
SEVER’S DISEASE?
Due to the number of athletes we tend to
see at the end of the season with heel pain, I
thought it might be helpful to do a Fast Track
article on Sever’s Disease!
Niki Lavoie

Glen Abbey Massage
& Sports Injury Clinic

What is Severs?

Also known as calcaneal apophysitis, is a painful bone injury that is caused
by inflammation (swelling) of the growth plate of the heel (calcaneus). This
is a common condition among active, growing children and usually occurs
during the growth spurt of adolescence.
The Growth (epiphyseal) Plate is the area at the end of developing bones where cartilage cells turn into bone cells.
These plates then expand and become joined together. This is how bones grow in length.

Who is susceptible?
This syndrome most often affects children in the approximate 2 year period of early puberty when they grow the
fastest. This growth spurt can be any time between the ages
of 8 and 13 for girls and 10-15 in boys. It is seen most commonly in active children, especially those who participate in
sports that involve repetitive pounding (running and jumping on hard surfaces), such as gymnastics, track, basketball
and soccer.
This condition rarely affects older teens, as their growth
plates are usually fused in the heel by the age of 15.

Causes:
•

•

•

During the growth spurt of early puberty, the heel
bone sometimes grows faster than the leg muscles
and tendons (Achilles tendon), which causes them to
become very tight and overstretched, putting pressure
on the growth plate.
This, together with repeated stress either by force
or by pressure on the already tight Achilles tendon
causes inflammation to the growth plate, which in
turn, causes the symptoms of Sever’s disease.
Standing too long, puts constant pressure on the heel
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•
•
•
•
•

Poor fitting shoes can contribute to the problem by not providing sufficient support or
padding for the feet or by rubbing against the back of the heel
Pronated foot: a foot that rolls in at the ankle when walking
Flat or high arched foot
Short leg syndrome: one leg is shorter than the other
Overweight or obesity

Signs and Symptoms:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Pain or tenderness in one or both heels!
Pain is usually at the back but can also affect the sides and bottom of the heel, ending near
the arch of the foot
Swelling and redness in the heel (inflammation)
Difficulty walking
Discomfort when the heel is squeezed on both sides
Unwillingness to put pressure on the heel when walking
Symptoms are usually worse during or after activity and decrease with rest

Treatment:
1) The number one treatment for this condition is REST!! Symptoms usually become worse with increased
activity, therefore rest is best to help relieve pressure on the heel bone, which will decrease swelling and pain.
Athletes suffering from Sever’s are encouraged to avoid activities that cause pain. They can participate in
pain-free aspects of their training and activities that do not put pressure on the heel, such as swimming and
biking.
2) ICE and elevate for 15 to 20 minutes two or three times a day (always ensure there is something in place
between the ice and the athlete’s skin)
3) A Doctor or Therapist may recommend foot and leg stretching and strengthening exercises
4) A professional may also suggest orthotic devices such as heel pads that cushion the heel, heel lifts that
reduce strain on the Achilles tendon, arch supports to hold the heel in the proper position
5) A therapist may suggest athletic taping to add extra padding to the heel or to take some of the strain off of
the Achilles tendon.

(Continued on next page)
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This condition usually heals quickly but it can reoccur if steps are not taken to protect the heels during an athlete’s growth spurts. One of the most important measures is to ensure that athletes wear proper shoes that are wellfitting and shock-absorbent soles to help decrease pressure on the heel. Shoes that don’t rub on the back of the heel
may also be recommended such as Birkenstocks or clogs. The risk of Sever’s Disease returning goes away when the
foot is fully grown and the growth plate has fused. This usually occurs by the age of 15.

The Difference Between Sever’s and Achilles Tendonitis:
Achilles Tendonitis is inflammation of the Achilles Tendon located at the back of the heel. It occurs due to too
much strain on the heel. It is usually caused by strenuous, high impact activity or a rapid increase in intensity of
high impact activities such as running. This condition can lead to tendon tearing or rupturing if ignored.

Signs and Symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Achilles tendon feels sore a few centimeters above where it meets the heel bone
the lower leg feels stiff
the lower leg feels slow and weak
gradual buildup of pain that decreases with time
pain in the tendon may occur with running or a couple of hours afterwards
pain when running fast, for extended period of time or climbing stairs
the tendon may swell or form a bump
tendon creaks when touched or moved

Causes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

exercising or running with worn out or unsupportive shoes
not warming up properly before training
increasing exercises too quickly (intensity or distance)
injured calf muscle or inflexible calf
sudden increase in intensity of an activity
flat feet or other anatomy differences in the foot, ankle or leg

While this condition is inflammation of the tendon, Sever’s is inflammation of the growth plate in the heel.

Long Term Effects of Sever’s:
Although this injury is very painful for athletes while it is occurring, it is only temporary and has no long-term
effects. With proper treatment and rest, Sever’s usually goes away within 2 weeks to 2 months and doesn’t cause any
problems later in life.
**As with any of the conditions discussed in The Clinic Corner, it is always best to seek out a professional for
proper assessment and treatment of heel pain**
– Niki Lavoie
Glen Abbey Massage & Sports Injury Clinic
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Gluten, Celiac and Your Thyroid

W

e often consume gluten several times daily with or without knowing it. Gluten is the protein found
in many grains. In North America, we consume more than we need and most of what we consume is
Genetically Modified (intentionally or through cross contamination) and refined. Some people do not show
any symptoms of a gluten sensitivity, while others can be quite severe (such as with Celiac). Those without
symptoms wouldn’t even be aware they have an issue! There are even varying degrees of symptoms for those
with Celiac – from the obvious gastro intestinal symptoms (classical) to no symptoms at all (silent)! For those
without symptoms, it is discovered accidentally via biopsies of the intestinal tract or blood work. Traditionally
only the identification of antibodies can confirm Celiac. As an additional note, unless you are at an advanced
stage of celiac, even this test may still come up negative.
For those with Celiac, even occasional exposure is a big mistake! The mere exposure of gluten in the small
intestine will destroy all the nutrient absorption sites, resulting in mal-absorption and malnutrition! Let me
explain how. In your small intestine there lies a shaggy type of carpet. Each strand represents an area where
absorption of nutrients occurs. For someone who is celiac that carpet becomes irritated to the point where it
becomes more of a berber carpet. In other words, all of the absorption sites are destroyed.
Did you also know, that gluten can cause havoc with your
thyroid as well? For example, if you are over-consuming gluten,
your body often begins to produce more and more anti-bodies
against it. To REALLY simplify, imagine gluten particles attaching themselves to your thyroid. Imagine now that the anti-bodies
that fight off the gluten find its hiding place. In the process of
destroying the gluten, they may unintentionally damage some
thyroid tissue. This in turn created thyroid anti-bodies. If there
are too many thyroid anti-bodies, you may develop an autoimmune issue with your thyroid.

Thyroid
Gland

Here are some common symptoms of a gluten issue
Anemia, Arthritis, Asthma, Attention and behavioral problems (in children and adults)
Autism, Brain fog, Crohns, Depression, Diverticulitis, Gastro-intestinal problems (bloating, pain, gas,
constipation, diarrhea), Headaches, Irritability/mood swings, Joint/muscle aches and pains, Nausea or vomiting,
Nutritional deficiencies due to malabsorption e.g. low iron levels, slow growth, short stature, Osteoporosis,
Palpitations, Skin problems/rashes/psoriasis/eczema, Sneezing, Suspected irritable bowel syndrome,
Unexplained cough, Unexplained runny nose, Upper repository tract problems, Watery or itchy eyes, Weight
loss or weight gain….and there’s more!
Please note that just because you have one or some of these symptoms, it does not mean you definitely have a
gluten sensitivity or that you’re Celiac. There can be other causes.
(Continued on next page)
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Here are some places gluten can be found:
Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein, Beer, Salad dressings,
Malt vinegar, some supplements, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics & toothpastes, Chocolate, Soy Sauce,
Yogurt, Licorice, Luncheon meat, Gravies, broths,
stock, soups, powders, Spice powders, Barley malt,
Flavourings, Fillers , Seasonings , Binder, Rusk ,
Bran , Wheat, Medications, Whole grains, Thickening
agents, Spelt, Rye, Barley, Kamut, Bulgur, Semolina,
Graham, Durum, Couscous, Triticale, Oats (due to
contamination)
Here are some gluten free items:
Amaranth, Arrowroot, Buckwheat, Corn, Millet,
Quinoa, Flax, Mesquite, Potato flours , Sorghum,
Tapioca, Teff, Rice, Lentils/beans, Nut flours, Oats (if
labeled wheat free), Maca, Coconut
The good news is that there are
many gluten free products on the
market which actually taste good
these days. If you insist on
consuming breads, Pamela’s and
Bob’s Red Mill provide some good
gluten free mixes!
On a side note, wheat grass should not contain gluten
(based on the source of your product). This is because gluten comes from the grain/seed and not the
grass. The issue really lies in potential cross-contamination.
If you’d like to find out whether you have an issue
with gluten and what you can do about it, contact
Christine at 905-825-3528 or email at
contactus@noallergiesplease.com.
Christine is a Registered Holistic Nutritionist and
Allergist.
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Submissions of articles and photos are always
welcome, as well as any ideas for news stories.
Email directly to the Fast Track team at:

info@oakvillegym.com
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